
A 6 month business mastermind to become
a highly visible 6 figure wellness coach. 

PATH TO PROFITABILITY
 

International yoga educator, clinical herbalist, andInternational yoga educator, clinical herbalist, and
wellness brand creator Annie Adamson presents...wellness brand creator Annie Adamson presents...  



 



 



 

Picture this:
 A true sense of peace knowing your money comes from your highest calling.

No more sleepless nights wondering how it’s all going to work out.
Waking up with that “I can’t believe I get to do this for a living” feeling.
Loving that you’re no longer caught up in the toxic chaos of lack and financial
desperation.
Working remotely from the comfort of your home or on vacation in your own
personal paradise.



 

With me as your
business coach

you can...



INCLUDED:
2hr business marketing master classes with Annie (x5)
Module 1. Defining & Owning Your One True Calling
Module 2. Organize Your Shit
Module 3. Expand Your Work by Expanding Your Worth
Module 4. Language & Leadership 
Module 5. Launch Your Purpose

Winning Wellness Offer checklist
Smooth Sales checklist
Call to action (CTA) guide
Wellness Pro community Facebook support
Wealth Manifestation Meditation
Dream Client Activation
Smooth Sales Call video training
More Than Enough affirmations

VALUE:
 

$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000

 
$250
$500
$250
$800
$450
$250
$350
$350

TOTAL VALUE: $13,200

 



 

Pay In Full: $5,200 + 1.1 OFFER REVIEW with Annie & Todd
 

Total pay in full bonus value: $1,200
 
 

 

 

 



 

$500

 
 

 

$500 deposit 
$1,999 x 2 monthly payments

total investment of $3,998



“Annie’s wisdom and training had more profound effects than I
can put into words. No matter how much we strive to work on
our own health and spirit, there are always new layers to be

unfurled. Annie’s training was such a clear, skilled and beautiful
way to deepen my practice, and to thoughtfully hold space for
others. Unparalleled and timely. I would do it all over again in a

heartbeat!” - Jessie

Annie’s programs have literally changed my life, having helped
me both personally and professionally. She uses a student-led

style of teaching and has excellent intuition regarding her
students. You will be challenged to learn and grow on all levels
throughout the program. It is hard, time-consuming work, but it

is also very rewarding. Annie’s training is unique in that it
combines current biomechanic research and functional

movement training with spiritual and energy work that will
prepare you to work one-on-one with clients therapeutically. It
has been six months since training ended and I just opened up
my own private practice with confidence in Vancouver, WA. I

highly recommend this training for anyone interested in helping
people move and feel better in their lives - it is extremely

rewarding work! - Moriah 
 



I have taken many trainings over the years and this is definitely
one of the best. Annie’s holistic and hands-on approach

requires that you jump in and start practicing the work from day
one! Challenging, yes but in the end, you leave with integrated

skills that are very much part of you, your life, your personal
practice and your work. This training teaches you to zoom out
and look at the whole person and also begins to refine your

skills for zooming in and addressing specific concerns... 
Annie does not give one size fits all formulas. With this course,
you are given principles which you embody and practice within
yourself. You experience the transformative power of them in
yourself and with others. That is the magic! - Catherine  Kinti

This training was personally & professionally life enhancing. The
knowledge and skills acquired are life changing for myself &
my clients. Annie’s commitment to healing is evident in her

delivery & execution of the training. - Sarah Granger
 



Training with Annie wasn't just learning a new set of skills, it
was learning a whole new way to be in life. I found things in
myself I hadn't seen in years and some others I didn't know

were there. I learned not only how to find and conjure my own
inner strength, power and spirit; but how to help others find

theirs as well. I'm still learning every day as I work with students
and clients but I feel that I have the ability to better see the

whole person, and uncover clues to why they may have pain or
imbalances. I can see my students becoming stronger in subtle

ways and our time together is more meaningful and fun. I
would highly recommend this training to anyone considering it!

-  Shaunna Sutcliffe 

Working with Annie has led me to become not just a way better
yoga teacher, but to become someone who can truly see his

students. Through this newfound ability to wholly perceive the
human before me, I am able to lead my clients toward greater

healing. (It was also a ton of fun!) - JJ Morris



20 combined years of expertise working clinically as a yoga therapist
and helping thousands of people heal from illness and injury.
Created, owned, and operated the Pacific Northwest’s largest

community wellness center. 
Founded an internationally-recognized brand and movement method.
Over a decade of experience running multiple successful therapeutic

clinics where I treat clients every day and support people from all
walks of life to attain optimal levels of health and vitality. 

 
I'm unlike any other "coach" out there...

 



 



YOU HAVE
THE

SUPPORT
YOU NEED. 

As a yoga therapist, brand creator, and small business owner, too often I’ve
seen the detrimental effects of confusing business practices.

Too many wellness pros focus all their attention on technical skills and fail to
invest in their business education.



I will help you call on your passion and expertise to arrange an
irresistible offer that you can begin selling immediately to
generate a sustainable income for yourself and your family.

This training saves countless hours and dollars struggling
to find a business model that generates positive change and
yields sustainable profits. 



You get to skip the frustration and confusion and start your
business as an overnight success.

No more trial and error. No more painstaking attempts to 
 understand the algorithms. No more embarrassing shots in 
 the dark to get  noticed. This program unravels the mysteries
of wellness business mastery and reveals the secrets you need
to know for an immediate return on your teaching or coaching
investment.



I will help you
 


